
Raidon iU1776-U6P3 Internal JBOD Storage for 1xM.2 NVMe SSD

Supporting 1xSFF-8643 (PCIe Gen3 x 4)

Raidon Technology, Inc. announces that the iU1776-U6P3 internal JBOD storage provides 1xSFF-8643 (PCIe Gen3 x 4)
host interface, requires to have SFF-8643 to PCIe Gen3 x 4 adapter, and can install 1xM.2 NVMe SSD.

It is designed in one standard 3.5” disk space, comes with 1×9.5mm metal tray with lock and provides the JBOD mode.

Fo the iU1776-UP63, its dimension, screw holes are exactly as the same as 3.5” HDD. So it is not necessary to install
any other brackets but just install this product to the existing PC and then it will be upgraded to a PC system with
1xM.2 NVMe SSD (2242/2260/2280) JBOD storage. It provides various applications, it can do the data exchange among
multiple iU1776 products, or can take out the M.2 NVMe SSD and tray of IU1776 to install in other external storage, so
it is easy to carry the product to the office when you go out.

https://www.raidon.com.tw/
https://www.raidon.com.tw/RAIDON2016/product.php?id=296
https://www.raidon.com.tw/RAIDON2016/product.php?id=296
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The iU1776-UP63 comes with 1×2.5” hot-swappable metal drive tray 9.5mm all with lock to secure the drive in place
and to protect the data safely. It is also designed with fan-less, cooling holes for the heat dissipation, users can keep
the device working for a long time and no worry about the system shut down caused by the unexpected HDD failure.

It is recommended to be used in the CNC machinery to the huge IC production equipment. It is also suitable for tower
/1U server, DVR, Mail Exchange Server, POS, etc. It is a cost-effective JBOD internal solution.

Features:

Support 1xSFF-8643 (PCIe Gen3 x 4)
Support 1xM.2 NVMe SSD (2242/2260/2280)
1×9.5mm metal Tray with lock
Support JBOD
Support LED indicators
Hot swap and plug and play
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